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T

o some artists and fans,
using a sample or recording
a cover is to honor the original artist or reintroduce a great
song to a new generation. Some
see it as a fun and creative way
to reference or draw from the
pre-established
popularity of a work, while others insist it is nothing but a
ripoff and a way to profit off
of the work of others and
piggy back on their success.
Most recently the band Panic! at
the Disco covered the universally
known Queen song “Bohemian
Rhapsody.” The cover received
lots of compliments but was met
with equal criticism that it would
never live up to the iconic original.
When the original artist or version of a song is
well known, it is apparent to
everyone that the cover was
a nod of respect and will
be judged compared to the
source of its inspiration.
In this case the cover is an effort
to bring the music of a previous
generation to a younger audience,
an action appreciated by most.
Something entirely different
can happen when the source
of a song is forgotten or less

“Something entirely different can
happen when the
source of a song
is forgotten or less
well known...”

Senior Students with Saucy Style
A profile on several students
by Christian Gonzalez
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C

lothing for many is the
means to express who they
are as an individual and is
used to showcase their unique
tastes
and
personalities.
With Superlatives results just
recently revealed several individuals, especially those who have
won in the best-dressed category, now have a spotlight casted
on them for their stylish sense.
People often dress the way
they do to express themselves
freely and to present themselves in a way that pleases
them. While many students at
Kennedy share the same hiphop inspired fashion,which features iconic items such some
Nike sneakers, a gold necklace,
a pair of jogger pants, a curvedbrim baseball hat, and a graphictee, there are a select few who
have forged their own style paths
and dress much differently than
the rest of the kids at Kennedy.
Senior Angel Martinez is one
of these unique few. Martinez believes that dressing is
the ability to express himself
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mercial and critical acclaim for digitally extracted for reuse as main beat from the bassline of
it, even winning an award for the part of a new composition or the 1981 song “Under Pressure”
or ripping-off?
video he created for it. It is not song. In most cases samples are by Queen and David Bowie. Vawell known to the majority of an uncommon belief among so- used with consent of the origi- nilla Ice insisted early that the
new music consumers. When ciety that “Hurt” is Cash’s own nal artist, with or without pay- two melodies were slightly difthis is the case, covers can be
falsely assumed to be the creation of the secondary artist.
The band Twenty One Pilots recently covered the 2006
song “Cancer” by My Chemical Romance. The song was
moderately popular in 2006,
but since MCR’s decline, it has
faded into obscurity. Twenty One
Pilots’ rendition of the song has
been praised as an original work.
My cousin is a huge fan of
Twenty One Pilots and called to
ask me if I had heard their new
song, unaware that it is a cover.
As a result, fans of the original
are ultimately annoyed and outraged by the lack of respect paid
to My Chemical Romance for
creating the song. “People forPanic! at the Disco recreates Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody cover art to display while performing their tribute
get how amazing a song ‘Cansong, and he received most of the ment in return for its use, how- ferent because he had added an
praise for its creation. While fans ever some samples are so short additional note to the Under Presmay have been bothered by the or are minutely changed in such sure sample. He later admitted
misplaced credit, the original art- a way that it is hard for the origi- that he had sampled the song diist Trent Reznor saw the beauty nal artist to plead a case that rectly and that his previous statein Cash’s version and recognized would grant them royalties for ment was a joke, a statement that
his genius. “Wow. [I felt like] I the use of it. Currently two popu- most believe is a lie. Queen and
just lost my girlfriend, because lar songs, “Don’t Threaten Me Bowie only received song-writthat song isn’t mine anymore…” With a Good Time” by Panic! At ing credit and royalties after the
He expressed his amazement the Disco and “Uma Thurman” song had been declared a hit
that even when the song was by Fall Out Boy gain part of their and were not compensated for
cer’ is, and it really pisses me “reinterpreted by a music leg- melody from “Rock Lobster” any money the song had made
off that anyone besides MCR end from a radically different by the B52s and The Munsters prior to this. This situation is
would get credit for writing it,” era/genre, [it] still retains sin- theme song, respectively. These widely noted as a case of an artshared a My Chemical Romance cerity and meaning.” In this samples are widely accepted as ist ripping off a previous artist.
fan on an online forum page.The case society, along with the references among music consum- There is no doubt that future
original artists, however, can original artist, was positively ers as they are well known tunes. artists will continue to draw
experience this type of recep- affected by a deep and beauti- It is also reported that both bands inspirations
and
re-record
tion of covers quite differently. ful song that began life as a tale use these samples only with the songs of older eras for various
The 1995 song “Hurt” by of depression and transformed consent of the copyright owners. reasons. Most agree that if the
Nine Inch Nails was made fa- into a religious tributeto Christ.
However samples aren’t al- original artist is given monmous again in 2002 when Additionally artists also reuse ways this clean and fair; in 1990 ey, credit, or recognition for
legend Johnny Cash recorded his songs in the form of samples or Vanilla Ice’s hit song “Ice Ice their work, it is a great way
own version and received com- small pieces of music or sound Baby” undeniably gained its to reintroduce popular tunes.

Everything Old is New Again
Song covers, paying respect
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own by adding different personal to have really appealing fash- way people choose to carry themdetails to make it yours.” Rar- ion trends. Martinez’s fash- selves and the image they create.
who dress with a unique style ity itself inspires him. Martinez ion sense also revolves heavAnother eccentric dresser
at Kennedy is senior Joshua Alfaro, winner of the one
of the best-dressed awards.
He takes heavy inspiration from the 80s and 90s
eras and has been influenced by and dressing according to this style for the
past four years. Alfaro spoke,
“I
also
really
enjoy
and love online stores like
ASOS and all the other
typical
stores
like
Urban Outfitters and PacSun plus
the occasional local thrift store.”
Alfaro is not only motivated by fashion itself to
dress well but by using it as
a gateway to express himself.
Being well-dressed with stylish outfits allows both Alfaro
and Martinez to carry themselves
with
confidence.
Both these students utilize
fashionas as a tool for
self-expression
but
for
both it is much beyond
Seniors Joshua Alfaro and Angel Martinez examining a garment and determining what it can go with
that. Being able to create, aland his thoughts of his image. really appreciates and admires ily around vintage clothing. ter, and refine their personal
He remarked, “I like to dress the those who dress differently.
Style is so much more to Mar- image can be very empowerway I do to express that you can
He also takes lots of inspira- tinez than just putting on pieces ing. Both these students enwear anything that makes you tion from the 60s-90s eras as of clothing in the morning and courage everyone to find their
comfortable and make it your he finds those particular times heading out the door; it is also the own individual unique style.

